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This paper presents a simple and effective missing texture reconstruction method based on a perceptually optimized algorithm.
The proposed method utilizes the structural similarity (SSIM) index as a new visual quality measure for reconstructing missing
areas. Furthermore, in order to adaptively reconstruct target images containing several kinds of textures, the following two
novel approaches are introduced into the SSIM-based reconstruction algorithm. First, the proposed method performs SSIM-
based selection of the optimal known local textures to adaptively obtain subspaces for reconstructing missing textures. Secondly,
missing texture reconstruction that maximizes the SSIM index in the known neighboring areas is performed. In this approach,
the nonconvex maximization problem is reformulated as a quasi convex problem, and adaptive reconstruction of the missing
textures based on the perceptually optimized algorithm becomes feasible. Experimental results show impressive improvements of
the proposed method over previously reported reconstruction methods.

1. Introduction

Restoration of missing areas in digital images has been
intensively studied since it can be applied to a number of
fundamental applications such as restoration of corrupted
old films, removal of unnecessary objects, and error con-
cealment. Therefore, many methods have been proposed
in order to realize these applications. Generally, they are
broadly classified into two categories, structural and textu-
ral reconstruction approaches, and many papers on these
approaches have been published. Attractive methods that
perform simultaneous reconstruction of missing structures
and textures in images have also been proposed [1, 2].
Most algorithms reported in the literature are based on
structural inpainting techniques for accurate reconstruction
of missing edges [3–5]. These techniques are effective for
pure structure images. However, since general images also
contain many textures, different methods work better in
these areas. Thus, several methods have been proposed
for accurate reconstruction of missing textures [6–12]. The
remainder of this paper focuses on the texture reconstruction
approach with discussion of its details.

Traditionally, missing texture reconstruction is realized
as one of the applications of texture synthesis. Efros et al.
firstly proposed a pioneered method for the texture synthesis
[6, 7]. Their approach models textures by using the MRF
(Markov random field) model and enables missing texture
reconstruction by copying pixels of a target image itself, that
is, nonparametric sampling in synthesis. Furthermore, Wei
and Levoy proposed a fast algorithm for the searching step
in the texture synthesis by utilizing multiresolution concepts
[8]. Then many methods which perform the exemplar-
based inpainting are mainly inspired by the nonparametric
sampling in [6]. Drori et al. proposed a fragment-based
algorithm for image completion which could preserve struc-
tures and textures [9]. Furthermore, the exemplar-based
image inpainting method proposed by Criminisi et al. is a
representative one based on the texture synthesis [10, 11].
This method adopts a patch-based greedy sampling scheme
similar to the fragment-based completion, but it is simpler
and faster. A good review of the exemplar-based inpainting
methods based on [6] is shown in [12].

In the field of texture reconstruction, not only the meth-
ods based on the texture synthesis but also many methods,
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which estimate missing intensities by utilizing statistical
features of known textures within a target image as training
patterns, have been proposed. Generally, since the restoration
of missing areas is an ill-posed problem, it is difficult to
directly estimate the missing intensities. Thus, these methods
perform approximation of textures within the target image
in lower-dimensional subspaces and enable derivation of
the inverse projection for the corruption. Amano and Sato
proposed an effective PCA-based method for reconstructing
missing textures using back projection for lost pixels and
realized accurate reconstruction performance [13]. Further-
more, kernel methods have recently been developed and their
achievements have been reported in a number of papers [14–
16]. Subspaces constructed on the basis of kernel methods
are also suitable for approximating nonlinear texture features
in target images. Several missing texture reconstruction
methods that utilize projection schemes onto nonlinear sub-
spaces obtained by kernel PCA and CCA have been proposed
[17, 18]. Furthermore, image reconstruction based on sparse
representation approaches [19–21] have been intensively
studied. By utilizing sparse representation, optimal signal
atoms can be adaptively selected from a dictionary for
representing target signals. This means that these methods
can adaptively provide optimal subspaces for restoring
missing areas. Several missing area reconstruction methods
based on sparse representation have been proposed [21–23].

It should be noted that in conventional methods,
reconstruction is mostly performed by minimizing errors of
intensities, that is, the mean squared error (MSE), which is
the most popular metric. However, it has been reported that
MSE optimal algorithms do not necessarily produce images
of high visual quality [24]. Thus, it may not be appropriate
to utilize the MSE as a quality measure for reconstruction.
Recent advances in full-reference image quality assessment
(IQA) have resulted in the emergence of several powerful
perceptual distortion measures that outperform the MSE
and its variants. Criteria such as PQS [25], NQM [26], IFC
[27], and VIF [28] are well known as perceptual distortion
measures, and their performances have been evaluated in
detail [29]. The structural similarity (SSIM) index [30] is
utilized as a representative quality measure in many fields of
image processing. Since its formulation is simple and easy
to be analyzed, the SSIM index can be applied to not only
image quality assessment but also design of linear equalizers
[31]. Therefore, by using this quality measure, accurate
reconstruction of missing textures can be expected.

In this paper, we present a simple and effective missing
texture reconstruction method based on a perceptually
optimized algorithm. The proposed method utilizes the
SSIM index as a criterion for reconstructing missing areas in
the target image. Specifically, we introduce the following two
novel approaches into the SSIM-based algorithm and realize
adaptive reconstruction of missing textures.

(1) SSIM-based selection of the optimal known local
textures for reconstructing target textures including
missing areas.

(2) Reconstruction of the target textures maximizing the
SSIM index in the known neighboring areas.

The first approach provides optimal subspaces for the
following SSIM-based reconstruction approach by using an
algorithm similar to several matching pursuit algorithms
[32, 33]. Furthermore, in the second approach, we introduce
the computation scheme in [31] into the SSIM-based
reconstruction algorithm, and its nonconvex maximization
problem is reformulated as a quasi convex problem. Then the
optimal solution based on the SSIM index can be computed,
and accurate reconstruction of the missing textures is
expected.

This paper is organized as follows. First, in Section 2,
we briefly explain the SSIM index used as the quality
measure in the proposed method. Next, the missing texture
reconstruction method based on the perceptually optimized
algorithm is proposed in Section 3. Experimental results that
verify the performance of the proposed method are shown in
Section 4. Finally, conclusions are given in Section 5.

2. SSIM Index

The SSIM index represents the similarity between two signal
vectors x and y (∈ Rn), and its specific definition is as follows:

SSIM
(
x, y
) = [l(x, y)]α · [c(x, y)]β · [s(x, y)]γ, (1)

where the terms l(x, y) and c(x, y), respectively, compare the
mean and variance of the two signal vectors. Furthermore,
s(x, y) measures their structural correlation. These three
terms, l(x, y), c(x, y), and s(x, y), are obtained as

l
(
x, y
) = 2μxμy + C1

μ2x + μ2y + C1

(
x, y
) = 2σxσy + C2

σ2x + σ2y + C2
c,

s
(
x, y
) = σx,y + C3

σxσy + C3
.

(2)

In the above equations, μx and μy are the means of x and y,
σ2x and σ2y are the variances of x and y, and σx,y is the cross-
covariance between x and y. The constants C1, C2 and C3 are
necessary for avoiding instability when the denominators are
very close to zero. The parameters α > 0, β > 0 and γ > 0
determine the relative importance of the three components
in (1). As shown in [30], those parameters are set as α =
β = γ = 1 and C3 = C2/2, and formulation of the SSIM is
simplified as follows:

SSIM
(
x, y
) =

(
2μxμy + C1

)(
2σx,y + C2

)

(
μ2x + μ2y + C1

)(
σ2x + σ2y + C2

) . (3)

As shown in (1)–(3), the SSIM index is consistent with
luminance and contrast masking and the correlation.

In [30, 34], the effectiveness of the SSIM index as a quality
measure and its superiority to the MSE and its variants are
presented in detail. Generally, the MSE cannot reflect per-
ceptual distortions, and its value becomes higher for images
altered with some distortions such as mean luminance shift,
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contrast stretch, spatial shift, spatial scaling, and rotation,
yet negligible loss of subjective image quality. Furthermore,
blurring severely deteriorates the image quality, but its MSE
becomes lower than those of the above alternation. On
the other hand, the SSIM index is defined by separately
calculating the three similarities in terms of the luminance,
variance, and structure, which are derived based on the
HVS (human visual system) not accounted for by the MSE.
Therefore, it becomes a better quality measure providing a
solution to the above problem, and this is also confirmed in
[34]. Then we can expect that the use of this similarity for
the reconstruction of missing areas will provide successful
results. The specific effectiveness of the SSIM index for the
reconstruction is discussed in Section 4.

3. Adaptive Missing Texture Reconstruction
Based on SSIM Index

In this section, we present an adaptive SSIM-based missing
texture reconstruction method. In the proposed method, a
patch f (w×h pixels) including missing areas is clipped from
the target image, and its missing textures are estimated from
the other known areas. An overview of the proposed method
is shown in Figure 1. For the following explanations, we
denote two areas whose intensities are unknown and known
within the target patch f as Ω and Ω, respectively. We also
define vectors whose elements are intensities within f and
Ω as x(∈ Rwh) and y(∈ RNΩ), respectively, where NΩ is the
number of pixels within the area Ω.

In the target image, there are several kinds of textures,
that is, there are many known patches whose textures are
quite different from that of the target patch f . Such patches
should not affect the reconstruction of the target patch f . In
order to reconstruct the missing textures within the target
patch f from only the same kinds of textures, we have to
select those textures from the known areas. Therefore, the
proposed method first performs selection of the optimal
known patches utilized for reconstruction of the target
patch f based on the SSIM index. Furthermore, by using
the selected patches, we derive the representation model
optimized for the target patch f in terms of the SSIM index to
reconstruct the missing area Ω. Then the proposed method
can adaptively reconstruct the missing textures from only
the same kinds of known textures based on the perceptually
optimized scheme.

In this section, we first show the SSIM-based algorithm
for selecting the optimal known patches in Section 3.1. The
reconstruction algorithm of the missing textures based on
the SSIM index is shown in Section 3.2.

3.1. SSIM-Based Optimal Texture Selection Algorithm. In
this subsection, we present the SSIM-based optimal texture
selection algorithm. First, we clip known patches fi (i =
1, 2, . . . ,N) whose size isw×h pixels from the target image in
the same interval. For the following explanation, two vectors
that correspond to x and y of each patch fi are denoted as xi
(∈ Rwh) and yi (∈ RNΩ), respectively. From the clipped patch,
we select M patches that are optimal for reconstruction of

the target patch f . The order of the value M is explained
in Section 4. In the reconstruction algorithm shown in the
following subsection, the target patch f is represented by a
linear combination of the selected known patches in such
a way that the SSIM index in the known area Ω becomes
maximum. Therefore, we should select M known patches
that provide the optimal linear combination. Note that the
selection of such optimal M known patches is an NP-hard
problem. Thus, we adopt the simplest algorithm that selects
the optimal known patches one by one, and it is similar to
several matching pursuit algorithms [32, 33]. In the rest of
this subsection, the details of the tth (t = 1, 2, . . . ,M) optimal
patch selection are shown.

In the tth iteration, we first define the following vector:

y(t)i =
[
Y(t−1) yi

]
⎡

⎣
a(t−1)

ai

⎤

⎦ = Y(t)
i a(t)i , (4)

where Y(t−1) is an NΩ × (t − 1) matrix which contains t − 1
vectors previously selected from yi (i = 1, 2, . . . ,N) in t − 1
iterations. Furthermore,

Y(t)
i =

[
Y(t−1) yi

]
,

a(t)i =
⎡

⎣
a(t−1)

ai

⎤

⎦ (∈ Rt
) (5)

is a coefficient vector for obtaining y(t)i . The proposed

method estimates the optimal vector ŷ(t)i of y(t)i (i =
1, 2, . . . ,N) which provides the optimal representation per-
formance based on the SSIM index. Then the best matched
patch fi, whose vector ŷ

(t)
i approximating y has a higher value

of the SSIM index than those of other patches, is selected.
In order to calculate ŷ(t)i for each patch fi, we have to

estimate the optimal coefficient vector a(t)i of a(t)i in (4) that
satisfies

ŷ(t)i = Y(t)
i â(t)i . (6)

This means we have to solve the following equation:

â(t)i = arg max
a(t)i

SSIM
(
y, y(t)i

)
, (7)

where SSIM(y, y(t)i ) is defined as follows:

SSIM
(
y, y(t)i

)
=
⎛

⎝
2μyμy(t)i + C1

μ2y + μ2
y(t)i

+ C1

⎞

⎠

⎛

⎝
2σy,y(t)i + C2

σ2y + σ2
y(t)i

+ C2

⎞

⎠.

(8)

In the above equation, μy and μy(t)i are the means of y and

y(t)i , σ2y and σ2
y(t)i

are the variances of y and y(t)i , and σy,y(t)i is
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Information about Ω and Ω

Selection of the optimal local images

Target local image f

Reconstruction results

. . .

. . .

SSIM-based missing texture reconstruction (section 3.1)

gj ( j = 1, 2, . . . ,M) (section 3.1)

Clipped known local images fi (i = 1, 2, . . . ,N)

Figure 1: Outline of the proposed method including a perceptually optimized algorithm.

the cross covariance between y and y(t)i . Furthermore, since

y(t)i is provided in (4), (8) is rewritten as follows:

SSIM
(
y, y(t)i

)

=
⎡

⎢
⎣

2μy
(
(1/NΩ)1′Y

(t)
i a(t)i

)
+ C1

μ2y +
(
(1/NΩ)1′Y

(t)
i a(t)i

)2
+ C1

⎤

⎥
⎦

×
⎡

⎢
⎣
(2/NΩ)

(
y − μy1

)(
Y(t)
i a(t)i − (1/NΩ)11

′Y(t)
i a(t)i

)
+ C2

σ2y + (1/NΩ)
∥
∥∥Y(t)

i a(t)i − (1/NΩ)11
′Y(t)

i a(t)i
∥
∥∥
2
+ C2

⎤

⎥
⎦

=
⎡

⎢
⎣

2µyµ
′
Y(t)
i
a(t)i + C1

μ2y + a(t)i
′
µY(t)

i
µ′
Y(t)
i
a(t)i + C1

⎤

⎥
⎦

×

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

(2/NΩ)
(
y − μy1

)(
Y(t)
i a(t)i − 1µ′

Y(t)
i
a(t)i

)
+ C2

σ2y + (1/NΩ)
∥
∥∥
∥Y

(t)
i a(t)i − 1µ′

Y(t)
i
a(t)i

∥
∥∥
∥
2

+ C2

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

= S
(
a(t)i
)
,

(9)

where 1 = [1, 1, . . . , 1]′ is an NΩ × 1 vector, and

µY(t)
i
= 1

NΩ
Y(t)
i

′
1. (10)

The proposed method calculates the optimal vector â(t)i
in (7) by simply applying the steepest ascend algorithm

to S(a(t)i ) in (9). Note that we can calculate the optimal

vector â(t)i more accurately by using the algorithm shown in
the following subsection. However, in order to reduce the

computation time of the proposed method, we adopt the
steepest ascend algorithm in this subsection. It is well known
that the steepest ascend algorithm cannot necessarily provide
the globally optimal solutions in (7), but this algorithm can
save the computation time compared to the algorithm shown
in the following subsection. The details are shown later. From
the above reason, we utilize this scheme in the proposed
method.

By iterating the above proceduresM times, we can select
the optimal M known patches based on the SSIM index and
denote them as gj ( j = 1, 2, . . . ,M). Algorithm 1 shows
the specific procedures of this selection algorithm. Then by
utilizing the obtained known patches, the proposed method
can adaptively provide the optimal subspace for the target
patch f , and accurate reconstruction based on the SSIM
index is also expected in the following subsection. For the
following explanation, we denote two vectors obtained from
gj in the same way as x and y as x j and y j , respectively.

3.2. Texture Reconstruction Algorithm. In this subsection, we
present the reconstruction algorithm of the missing area Ω
in the target patch f based on the SSIM index. First, we
approximate the known vector y of the target patch f by
utilizing y j of the patches gj ( j = 1, 2, . . . ,M) selected in the
previous subsection as follows:

ŷ = Yâ, (11)

where Y is an NΩ × M matrix whose columns are y j
( j = 1, 2, . . . ,M), and â(∈ RM) is a coefficient vector for
representing y. The proposed method estimates the optimal
vector â as follows:

â = arg max
a∈RM

SSIM
(
y,Ya

)
. (12)
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(i) Initialization is performed as follows: t = 1,
F = { f1, f2, . . . , fN}, and G = {}. Furthermore, Y(t−1), and a(t−1) are, respectively, set to the empty matrix, and vector.
(ii) For each patch included in the set F, the optimal value of the SSIM index maximizing (8) is calculated.
(iii) The best matched patch, whose maximized SSIM index is larger than those of the other patches in F,
is selected as gt . Furthermore, this patch is removed from F and added to G.
(iv) t ← t + 1, and the matrix Y(t−1) (∈ Rwh×(t−1)) is constructed from the vectors of the patches belonging to G.
(v) The procedures (ii)–(iv) are repeated until t =M. If t =M, G = {g1, g2, . . . , gM} outputsM optimal known patches.

Algorithm 1: Specific procedures to selectM optimal known patches gj ( j = 1, 2, . . . ,M) for the target patch f based on the SSIM index.

In the above equation, SSIM(y,Ya) is defined as

SSIM
(
y,Ya

)

=
⎡

⎣ 2μy((1/NΩ)1′Ya) + C1

μ2y + ((1/NΩ)1′Ya)
2 + C1

⎤

⎦

×
⎡

⎢
⎣
(2/NΩ)

(
y − μy1

)′
(Ya− (1/NΩ)11

′Ya) + C2

σ2y + (1/NΩ)
∥
∥Ya− (1/NΩ)11

′Ya
∥
∥2 + C2

⎤

⎥
⎦

=
[

2μyµ′Ya + C1

μ2y + a′µYµ
′
Ya + C1

]

×
⎡

⎢
⎣
(2/NΩ)

(
y − μy1

)′(
Ya− 1µ′Ya

)
+ C2

σ2y + (1/NΩ)
∥∥Ya− 1µ′Ya

∥∥2 + C2

⎤

⎥
⎦

(13)

in the same way as (9), where

µY =
1
NΩ

Y′1 (14)

is an M × 1 vector whose elements are the means of y j ( j =
1, 2, . . . ,M) in Y.

It should be noted that the criterion SSIM(y,Ya) defined
in (13) is a nonconvex function of a, and it is difficult to
obtain its global optimal solution. Therefore, we introduce
the calculation scheme utilized in [31] into the estimation
of the optimal vector â. Specifically, the above nonconvex
problem is transformed into a quasiconvex formulation.
First, we note that the first term in (13) is a function only
of µ′Ya(=ρ). Thus, (13) can be rewritten as follows:

SSIM
(
y,Ya

)

=
[

2μyρ + C1

μ2y + ρ2 + C1

]

×
⎡

⎣
(2/NΩ)

(
y − μy1

)(
Ya− ρ1

)
+ C2

σ2y + (1/NΩ)
∥
∥Ya− ρ1

∥
∥2 + C2

⎤

⎦

=
[

2μyρ + C1

μ2y + ρ2 + C1

]

×

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎣

2
(
y − μy1

)′
Ya +

{
NΩC2 − 2ρ

(
y − μy1

)′
1
}

a′Y′Ya− 2ρ1′Ya +NΩ

(
σ2y + C2 + ρ2

)

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎦

=
(

2μyρ + C1

μ2y + ρ2 + C1

)(
k′2a + ε2

a′Ka− k′1a + ε1

)

,

(15)

where

K = Y′Y,

k1 = 2ρY′1,

k2 = 2Y′
(
y − μy1

)
,

ε1 = NΩ

(
σ2y + C2 + ρ2

)
,

ε2 = NΩC2 − 2ρ
(
y − μy1

)′
1.

(16)

Then we can simplify the optimization problem by con-
straining µ′Ya = ρ. Specifically, the optimization problem can
be simplified to find

â
(
ρ
) = argmax

a∈RM

(
k′2a + ε2

a′Ka− k′1a + ε1

)

subject to µ′Ya = ρ.

(17)

Therefore, the overall problem is to find the highest
SSIM index by searching over a range of ρ. Furthermore,
since the optimization problem in (17) is still nonconvex,
it is converted into a quasiconvex optimization problem as
follows:

â
(
ρ
) = argmax

a∈RM

(
k′2a + ε2

a′Ka− k′1a + ε1

)

subject to µ
′
Ya = ρ,

⇐⇒
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

(g) (h) (i)

Figure 2: (a) Original image (480 × 359 pixels, 24-bit color levels). (b) Flag image whose white regions correspond to missing areas. (c)
Corrupted image including text regions (8.9% loss), (d) Reconstructed image by the proposed method. (e) Reconstructed image by the
method based on the random selection. (f) Reconstructed image by the method which utilizes the MSE instead of the SSIM index. (g)
Reconstructed image by the conventional method [11]. (h) Reconstructed image by the conventional method [13]. (i) Reconstructed image
by the conventional method [21].

min : τ

subject to

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎣
max :

(
k′2a + ε2

a′Ka− k′1a + ε1

)

≤ τ

subject to µ′Ya = ρ

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎦,

⇐⇒
min : τ

subject to
⎡

⎣
min:

[
τ(a′Ka− k′1a + ε1)− (k′2a + ε2)

] ≥ 0

subject to µ′Ya = ρ

⎤

⎦.

(18)

The first equivalence relationship holds since minimizing τ
is the same as finding the least upper bound of (17). The
second equivalence relationship holds since the denominator
in (17) is strictly positive, allowing us to multiply through
and rearrange terms. Then τ becomes a true upper bound if
the problem

⎡

⎣
max
a∈RM

τ(a′Ka− k′1a + ε1)− (k′2a + ε2)

subject to µ′Ya = ρ

⎤

⎦ (19)

has a non-negative optimal value, and the optimal vector
â(ρ) in (17) can be obtained. Specifically, the proposed
method utilizes the following Lagrange multiplier approach:

∇a

{
τ
(
a′Ka− k′1a + ε1

)− (k′2a + ε2
)
+ λ
(
µ′Ya− ρ

)}
= 0.

(20)
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

(g) (h) (i)

Figure 3: (a) Zoomed portion of Figure 2(a). (b) Zoomed portion of Figure 2(b), (c) Zoomed portion of Figure 2(c), (d) Zoomed portion of
Figure 2(d), (e) Zoomed portion of Figure 2(e), (f) Zoomed portion of Figure 2(f), (g) Zoomed portion of Figure 2(g), (h) Zoomed portion
of Figure 2(h), (i) Zoomed portion of Figure 2(i).

By solving for a and λ, we can obtain

a
(
ρ
) = 1

2τ
K+
{
τk1 + k2 − λ

(
ρ
)
µY

}
,

λ
(
ρ
) = 1

µ′YK+µY

{
µ′YK

+(τk1 + k2)− 2τρ
}
,

(21)

where we denote them as a(ρ) and λ(ρ) since they depend
on ρ. Furthermore, in the above two equations, K+ is
a Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse matrix of K. Then the
proposed method estimates the optimal value of τ by using
a standard bisection procedure, and the optimal vectors â(ρ)
are calculated for several values of ρ (= μy − Rδ, . . . ,μy −
2δ,μy−δ,μy,μy+δ,μy+2δ, . . . ,μy+Rδ) to select âmaximizing
(13), where δ is a step size and R determines the search range
of ρ. Algorithm 2 shows the details on the estimation of τ in
the proposed method.

Note that the algorithm for calculating the optimal linear
combination in this subsection provides better solutions
than those in the previous subsection. However, this algo-
rithm needs to perform 2R + 1 iterations to determine the
value of ρ. Furthermore, it also needs the iteration to search
the optimal value of τ as shown in Algorithm 2 . Then since
it is confirmed that the algorithm shown in this subsection
takes more computation time compared to the algorithm
shown in the previous subsection, we perform the selection

of the optimal M known patches gj ( j = 1, 2, . . . ,M) as
shown in the previous subsection.

By utilizing the coefficient vector â, the estimation result
x̂ of the unknown vector x whose elements are the intensities
within f is calculated as follows:

x̂ = Xâ, (22)

where X is a matrix whose columns are x̂ j ( j = 1, 2, . . . ,M).
Finally, from the obtained result x̂, the proposed method
outputs the estimated intensities in the missing area Ω.

As described above, we can reconstruct the missing
texture in the target patch. The proposed method clips
patches (w × h pixels) at the same interval from the upper-
left of the target image in a rasterscanning order. If the
clipped patches contain missing areas, we regard them as
the target patches f and reconstruct them by using the
above approach. Note that each restored pixel has multiple
estimation results if the clipping interval is smaller than
the size of the patches. In this case, the proposed method
regards the result maximizing (13) as the final one. The
proposed method does not utilize the already obtained
results for reconstructing other missing areas. Therefore, the
performance of the proposed method does not depend on
the order of the reconstruction, that is, the positions of the
patches including missing areas do not influence the results.
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(i) An initial value of τ (say τ0) is determined between. zero to one. Furthermore, Uτ = 1.0
and Lτ = τ0, where Uτ and Lτ , respectively, represent the upper
limit and the lower limit of τ. In this paper, we set τ0 = 0.2
(ii) The optimization problem in (19) is solved by using τ.
(iii) Two criteria Cτ and Dτ are calculated as

Cτ = τ(a′Ka− k′1a + ε1)− (k′2a + ε2),
Dτ = Uτ − Lτ .

(iv) According to the obtained criteria Cτ and Dτ , the following steps are operated:
(a) If Cτ ≥ 0 and Dτ < ε, the final optimal solution of τ is output, where ε = 0.05.
(b) If Cτ ≥ 0 but Dτ ≥ ε, τ = (Uτ + Lτ)/2 and Uτ = τ.
(c) Otherwise, τ = (Uτ + Lτ)/2 and Lτ = τ.

(v) The procedures (ii)–(iv) are iterated.

Algorithm 2: Specific procedures to search the optimal τ in the proposed method.

4. Experimental Results

The performance of the proposed method is shown in this
section. Figure 2(a) is a test texture image (480 × 359 pixels,
24-bit color levels), and from the flag image shown in
Figure 2(b), a corrupted image, which includes text regions
“Grand Canyon” as missing areas, is obtained as shown
in Figure 2(c)(Note that positions of the missing areas are
previously provided in this experiment.) Figure 2(d) shows
the results of reconstruction by the proposed method. In this
experiment, we set the parameters of the proposed method
as follows: w = 40, h = 30, δ = 5, R = 6, C1 = (0.01L)2,
C2 = (0.03L)2, where L is the maximum value of intensities,
and the clipping interval of patches is 10 and 8. The size
of patches influences the reconstruction results. If the size
of patches becomes smaller, the representation performance
of their textures becomes better. However, these patches
including missing areas must contain known intensities to
select the optimal M known patches in Section 3.1 and
estimate the vector â in Section 3.2. Thus, the size of patches
should be determined in such a way that they necessarily
contain several known intensities. In this experiment, we
determine w = 40 and h = 30 to satisfy the above condition.
Furthermore, the clipping interval is set to about quarter size
of w and h, that is, the horizontal and vertical intervals are,
respectively, set to 10 and 8. Next, δ = 5 and R = 6 mean
that the search range of ρ in the proposed method is from
μy − 30 to μy + 30. From preliminary experiments, ρ = µ′Ya
tends not to become smaller than μy − 30 or larger than
μy + 30. Thus, we set the range of ρ as shown above. The
parameters C1 and C2 are determined in the same way as
[30].

For comparison, Figures 2(e)–2(i), respectively, show the
results obtained by the method which selects M known
patches randomly but reconstructs missing areas in the
same way as Section 3.2, the method which utilizes the
MSE instead of the SSIM index, the exemplar-based texture
reconstruction method [11], the PCA-based texture recon-
struction method [13], and the method based on sparse
representation [21]. In order to verify the effectiveness of
the selection algorithm shown in Section 3.1, we show the
results in Figure 2(e). The method in [11] is one of the

most influential works in the field of the exemplar-based
texture reconstruction, and we utilize this method for the
comparison of the proposedmethod as shown in Figure 2(g).
Furthermore, since subspaces optimized on the basis of the
MSE criterion are utilized for the reconstruction of missing
textures, the other conventional methods shown in Figures
2(f), 2(h), and 2(i) are suitable for verifying the performance
of the proposedmethod. Particularly, themethods in [13, 21]
are, respectively, representative works using PCA and sparse
representation.

Note that the dimensions of the subspaces utilized in
the proposed method and the conventional methods are
set to the same value 40 (= M). In the proposed method,
we have to set M to a smaller value than the number of
known pixels within the target patch f . Furthermore, this
should be satisfied for all target patches including missing
areas within the target image. Otherwise, the calculation of
the optimal vector â in (11) and (12) generally becomes an
underdetermined problem. This means we have to set M to
a sufficiently small value in order to avoid the problem in
(12), being an underdetermined problem. Generally, if M
becomes larger than the number of the known pixels in f ,
some constraints must be introduced as regularization terms
for avoiding the system instability. Furthermore, if there is no
limitation of the cost function utilized for the reconstruction,
some constraints must be also adopted. Several existing
studies for inpainting using a linear combination of patches
adopt some restrictions such as the sum of the linear
coefficients being one [35], and so forth. On the other hand,
our method sets the value of M to a much smaller value
than the number of known pixels within the target patch
f , and the maximum range of the SSIM index is limited to
one. Thus, since the system is not instable in (12), we think
that our method does not have to utilize other restrictions.
Furthermore, it seems that the value of M should be set
to about one-tenth of the dimension of x. This means we
assume the percentages of the known pixels within the target
patches f are larger than 10%. In the experiments, we setM
to 40, that is, a much smaller value than the above criterion
to clearly show the difference of the reconstruction perfor-
mance between the proposed method and the conventional
methods.
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

(g) (h) (i)

Figure 4: (a) Original image (480 × 360 pixels, 24-bit color levels). (b) Flag image whose white regions correspond to missing areas. (c)
Corrupted image including text regions (10.7% loss). (d) Reconstructed image by the proposed method. (e) Reconstructed image by the
method based on the random selection. (f) Reconstructed image by the method which utilizes the MSE instead of the SSIM index. (g)
Reconstructed image by the conventional method [11]. (h) Reconstructed image by the conventional method [13]. (i) Reconstructed image
by the conventional method [21].

For better subjective evaluation, the enlarged portions
around the upper left of the images are shown in Figure 3. It
can be seen that the use of the proposedmethod has achieved
noticeable improvements compared to the conventional
methods. From the results in Figures 3(d) and 3(e), the
effectiveness of the algorithm for selecting the optimal M
known patches in Section 3.1 can be confirmed. Different
experimental results are shown in Figures 4, 5, 6, and
7. Compared to the results obtained by the conventional
methods, it can be seen that various kinds of textures
are accurately restored by using the proposed method.
Therefore, high performance of the proposed method was
verified by the experiments.

In order to confirm the superiority of the SSIM index for
evaluating visual qualities, we show the MSE and the SSIM

index of the reconstruction results in Tables 1 and 2. It
can be seen that our method has achieved improvement
over the conventional methods in the SSIM index. Although
the MSEs of the proposed method tend to become worse
than those of the conventional methods, we can see that the
MSE results cannot correctly reflect the visual quality in the
subjective evaluation. On the other hand, the SSIM index can
represent the visual quality more accurately. Therefore, we
can conclude that the use of the SSIM index as a visual quality
measure is appropriate for texture reconstruction.

In the conventional methods, the subspace estimation
and texture reconstruction schemes are based on the MSE
criterion. However, the MSE optimal algorithms do not
necessarily produce images of high visual quality, and the
reconstruction results may be degraded. Specifically, it is
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Table 1: Performance comparison (MSE) of the proposed method and the conventional methods.

Test image Random Selection MSE-based method Reference [11] Reference [13] Reference [21] Proposed method

Figure 2 155.27 95.97 208.94 174.94 138.11 153.70

Figure 4 170.91 116.11 224.23 167.96 169.26 173.19

Figure 6 123.44 105.96 170.73 110.65 121.73 127.28

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

(g) (h) (i)

Figure 5: (a) Zoomed portion of Figure 4(a). (b) Zoomed portion of Figure 4(b). (c) Zoomed portion of Figure 4(c). (d) Zoomed portion of
Figure 4(d). (e) Zoomed portion of Figure 4(e). (f) Zoomed portion of Figure 4(f). (g) Zoomed portion of Figure 4(g). (h) Zoomed portion
of Figure 4(h). (i) Zoomed portion of Figure 4(i).

well known that most images contain more low-frequency
components than high-frequency components. Thus, mod-
els using the subspaces based on the MSE can only represent
such low-frequency components, and it becomes difficult to
reconstruct the missing high-frequency components of the
missing areas. This means the reconstruction results tend to
be blurred. Then since the representation performance, that
is, the reconstruction performance of each patch, becomes
worse, the color discontinuities at the border of the missing
areas and that of patches also occurs. On the other hand,
the proposed method adopts the SSIM index for obtaining
subspaces and reconstructing missing textures. The basic
formulation of the SSIM index is obtained from the three
terms l(x, y), c(x, y), and s(x, y) as shown in (1). These
terms respectively represent the mean similarity, the variance
similarity, and the structural correlation. The first term
l(x, y) and the third term s(x, y) compare the vector lengths
and angles, and they separately provide those similarities.
Note that the second term c(x, y) compares the contrast of
the two vectors, that is, it enables the comparison of the
texture roughness. Therefore, this can be regarded as the
term comparing how much high-frequency components the

target textures contain. This is also pointed out in [34],
and they confirmed that the SSIM index of blurred images
which were perceptually degraded severely became lower.
Then it seems that the proposed method can avoid the
oversmoothness of the reconstruction results by utilizing
the SSIM index including the above useful term. Since
the SSIM index outperforms the MSE as a perceptual
distortion measure, our method can provide the solution
to the conventional problems and realize more accurate
reconstruction.

Finally, we show the computation time of the proposed
method. The experiments shown above were performed on
a personal computer using Intel(R) Core(TM) i7 950 CPU
3.06GHz with 8.0Gbytes RAM. The proposed method was
implemented by using Matlab. The average computation
times to perform the algorithms shown in Sections 3.1 and
3.2 for each target patch are, respectively, 9.99 × 102 sec and
2.65× 10−2 sec. Thus, from these results, we can see that the
reduction of the computational cost in the optimal patch
selection algorithm of the proposed method is necessary
for practical use. This issue will be addressed in a future
work.
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Table 2: Performance comparison (SSIM) of the proposed method and the conventional methods.

Test image Random Selection MSE-based method Reference [11] Reference [13] Reference [21] Proposed method

Figure 2 0.9250 0.9421 0.9273 0.9257 0.9324 0.9435

Figure 4 0.9069 0.9253 0.9263 0.9134 0.9202 0.9403

Figure 6 0.9046 0.9154 0.9202 0.9137 0.9119 0.9361

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

(g) (h) (i)

Figure 6: (a) Original image (480 × 360 pixels, 24-bit color levels). (b) Flag image whose white regions correspond to missing areas. (c)
Corrupted image including text regions (11.9% loss). (d) Reconstructed image by the proposed method. (e) Reconstructed image by the
method based on the random selection. (f) Reconstructed image by the method which utilizes the MSE instead of the SSIM index. (g)
Reconstructed image by the conventional method [11]. (h) Reconstructed image by the conventional method [13]. (i) Reconstructed image
by the conventional method [21].

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we have presented an adaptive method for
reconstructing missing textures based on the SSIM index.
The proposed method adaptively obtains subspaces utilized
for the reconstruction of missing textures by selecting the

optimal known local textures based on the SSIM index.
Furthermore, missing texture reconstructionmaximizing the
SSIM index can be realized by reformulating the nonconvex
problem as a quasi convex problem. Then the proposed
method enables adaptive texture reconstruction based on the
perceptually optimized algorithm. Consequently, impressive
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

(g) (h) (i)

Figure 7: (a) Zoomed portion of Figure 6(a). (b) Zoomed portion of Figure 6(b). (c) Zoomed portion of Figure 6(c). (d) Zoomed portion of
Figure 6(d). (e) Zoomed portion of Figure 6(e). (f) Zoomed portion of Figure 6(f). (g) Zoomed portion of Figure 6(g). (h) Zoomed portion
of Figure 6(h). (i) Zoomed portion of Figure 6(i).

improvement of the proposed method over previously
reported methods was confirmed.

In the experiments, we manually determine the param-
eters of the proposed method. It is desirable that these
parameters be adaptively determined from the target image.
Thus, we need to complement this determination algorithm.
Extension of the framework to texture reconstruction of
other types of missing imagery data is also needed for various
applications. Finally, we would like to study these ideas for
interpolation in video data. These topics will be the subjects
of subsequent reports.
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